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Date arrived at Sepilok Rehabilitation Centre  30th November 2010 

Age on arrival 1 month old 

Sex Female 

Weight on arrival 1.75kg                                                                             

 

Now five years old, Chikita is a happy young orangutan who is continuing to progress well on her 

rehabilitation and weighs a healthy 14kg. 

 

The last six months have brought some big changes for young Chikita as she has now graduated from 

the indoor nursery and has moved up to the new and exciting world of the outdoor nursery! This is 

amazing news for Chikita as it means she has now begun the final stage of rehabilitation which 

brings her one step closer to a life in the wild. The outdoor nursery, which is located on the edge of 

the forest, provides Chikita with the freedom to explore the Kabili Reserve which surrounds Sepilok 

and practice her climbing skills on much taller trees and forage for forest fruit, rather than just 

relying on what is provided on the feeding platforms. 

 

So far, Chikita has adapted well to life at the outdoor nursery and has been able to spend more time 

with her old friend Gelison, with whom she really loves to play. She has also been socialising with 

some of the older orangutans at outdoor nursery and has become best friends with Wulan, who acts 

as a very caring older sister for Chikita. Wulan has also been helping to teach Chikita some of the 

vital skills she will need to know before she returns to the wild. The pair have even been spotted 

helping each other to construct nests in the trees then share them for a quick snooze during the day. 

This is an important skill as orangutans make at least two nests a day to rest in. 

 

Spending more time with older orangutans has meant Chikita has also been exploring deeper into 

the reserve. This is a very positive sign as it means Chikita is starting to familiarise herself with her 

new forest surroundings and learning what plants she can eat and which she can’t - she has recently  

been seen plucking leaves to eat! As well as being a valuable food source, orangutans have also been 

known to use leaves as tools. In the wild, orangutans often create make-shift “umbrellas” from large 

leaves to help shield them from the rain during the wet season!  

  

In just a few short months, Chikita has progressed extremely well with her climbing. She really 

enjoys spending time in the trees and can happily stay in the forest for an hour swinging up to 20 

metres high! Chikita’s confidence with climbing is very promising and shows how independent she is 

becoming.  However, despite growing and improving in many ways, she still has a bit of a stubborn 

streak from time to time. One of her new favourite ways to cause mischief is to throw all of the food 

the rangers have put on the feeding platform on to the floor!  

 

With so much progress made since moving to the outdoor nursery, it will be interesting to see what 

new skills Chikita will learn and master in the next six months – let’s see how she gets on! 
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